GCPS INVESTIGATION REPORT
CLIENT: K & B
CASE MANAGER: David Bates / Donna Clevenger
SITE ADDRESS: N/A
PHONE:N/A
REPORTING INVESTIGATOR: Donna Clevenger
Summary of Client Issues/Concerns: Apparitions and voices heard in residence.
Client needs validation.
Visit #: 2 Date: Nov 9, 2013 Arrive: 7pm

Lights Out: 7:30 pm End: 9pm

Team Members: Gary Wood, Pam Czarnecki and Donna Clevenger
With: Chris and Devlon (members of the client’s family)
Site Conditions: Clear night with temps in the 70’s
Equipment Set-up (command center and specific locations): Gary’s camera’s set
up in the master bedroom and Front bedroom. Gary also set up his video cameras as
we moved from various locations.
Documented Evidence
Video Tape Evidence: None
Camera Evidence: None
Digital Recorder (EVP) Evidence: Please See Attached List
Misc Equipment Evidence:
K-2 meter : During the first investigation, there appeared to be intelligent
communications via KII hits in the master bathroom.
Other : Ghost Box Communications with the Radio Shack-Hack 12-587.

Personal Experiences (team member[s] and event):
Investigator: Donna Clevenger
Disembodied voice heard by the team in the Front Bedroom near Gary during an EVP
session. At the time, it was loud enough for all of us to hear, but I was unable to capture
it on my digital recorder. It sounded female in nature. The message is unknown.

Investigator: Donna Clevenger
Pressure felt around my head (as if in an airplane) upon entering the Master Bedroom.
For me personally, I will either feel energy vibrations or I will feel this sort of pressure
when a spirit is present. Although these feelings cannot be scientifically proven, they are
based on my personal experiences. It was also stated by the client that the grandfather
who is B’s husband had passed away in this room. His ashes are also kept in the living
room.

Investigator: Gary Wood
Gary heard disembodied voices and conversations in all areas of the residence. During
this time, Gary felt goose bumps or energy vibrations. Unfortunately, the disembodied
voices were not picked up on the recordings.

Investigator: Pam Czarnecki
While conducting an EVP session in the Master Bath, Pam felt as if someone or
something was standing behind her. At this time, there was continuous KII Meter activity
in response to questions asked which indicated intelligent conversation.

General Comments: Donna Clevenger
I captured several EVPs and Ghost Box messages. They were both male and female in
nature. They appear to be benevolent. They could be transient (traveling from home to
home, interacting with those who are sensitive enough to notice them) or possibly loved
ones of the client and her family. The only names given were “Kal” and a nickname of
“Snoogie.”
There was one EVP (not included in the reveal clips) that was very faint and said, “I
Love This House.” It was female. I did not include it with the reveal clips because it was
too faint for an untrained ear to hear. When you’re used to listening for EVP, you tend to
pick out the faint ones easily, but it’s not so easily heard by others. There’s also one that
says, “I’m home” and it’s the same voice I heard on the faint one before it. This one is
included in the reveal clips.
I’ve included three clips captured by Pam Czarnecki during the 1st investigation. I
analyzed them and reversed two. The reversal of two audio files revealed additional
messages and I spliced them together to form one audio file. One file reveals the name,
“Mr. Hesby,” but it seems that the male is calling him out and that Mr. Hesby is not his
name. The other reversal says, “Hey… Nephew!” It is female in nature and hopefully it
will mean something to K and/or B.

Summary and Conclusions: Hopefully the names revealed during the
investigation hold meaning for our client. If not, GCPS will lean towards the
two being transient in nature. They may need help or possibly belong to the
former homeowner and still visit the client’s residence because it’s familiar
to them. They mean no harm, but simply are attracted to those who can
see or hear them and desire to interact with them. There were no negative
communications or incidences captured or experienced by the investigators
and the family pet seemed at ease during the investigations. If the client
wishes for those in spirit to exit their residence, they may try to forcefully,
but with respect ask them to leave. Explain to them that this is no longer
their place of residence and that they need to move on to their next level of
existence. The client may also wish to give a house blessing.

Reviewed with Client on 12-07-13

Evidence presented to Client: 12-07-13

Paranormal Determination:


X


Unfounded/debunked
Undetermined
Possible Activity
Haunted/Significant Paranormal Activity

Recommendation to Client: Listed in Conclusion and Summary

Follow-up visit scheduled:
 6 months
 1 year
X Upon Client Request – If you need or want us to come out for
additional investigations, just call and we’ll set up an appointment
for an investigation.

Evidence - First and Second Investigation – EVPs and Ghost Box Communications
EVPs and Ghost Box Communications captured on Recorder #1- Donna Clevenger
EVPs
•I’ve got manners, I’m a gentleman.
•I’m home.
•I’m behind you.
•Away I go.
•Get Out (said to the dog).
•He’s cute.
•Listen to it. She hears us.
•You can see something.
•Unknown Wispy-type sound

Ghost Box Communications – Donna Clevenger
•You’re coughing (in reference to Pam’s coughing).
•You fucking think I’m dumb.
•Bishop is here. Talk to her. She’s listening…….. Hi!
•Be good Snoogie. (reversal)

EVP captured at the end of the Ghost Box session – Donna Clevenger
•Turn it off. Frown on it. He doesn’t like the Ghost Box. Bishop [my ghost box guide] had to coax him to
use it earlier when he said, “Talk to her. She’s listening.” Only after Bishop asked him, did he say, “Hi” ---- pretty cool!

EVP captured on Recorder #2 (before placed in front bedroom) – Donna Clevenger
•Kal

EVP captured on Static Recorder #2 placed in Front Bedroom – Donna Clevenger
•Can you come back and visit? (Apparently they liked our visit).

EVPS From First Investigation – Pam Czarnecki
•Dance. Mr. Hesby (reversal)
•Hey. Nephew (reversal)
•Moaning or Singing

